We consider a rigidity problem for the spectral gap of the Laplacian on an RCD(K, ∞)-space (a metric measure space satisfying the Riemannian curvaturedimension condition) for positive K. For a weighted Riemannian manifold, ChengZhou showed that the sharp spectral gap is achieved only when a 1-dimensional Gaussian space is split off. This can be regarded as an infinite-dimensional counterpart to Obata's rigidity theorem. Generalizing to RCD(K, ∞)-spaces is not straightforward due to the lack of smooth structure and doubling condition. We employ the lift of an eigenfunction to the Wasserstein space and the theory of regular Lagrangian flows recently developed by Ambrosio-Trevisan to overcome this difficulty.
Introduction
(ii) Through the isometry above, the measure m coincides with the product measure m Y × e −K|x| 2 /2 dx 1 · · · dx k , where dx 1 · · · dx k denotes the Lebesgue measure on R k .
This rigidity was first shown on weighted Riemannian manifolds by Cheng-Zhou [CZ, Theorem 2] . (The first assertion (i) on the isometric splitting was also (informally) pointed out in [HN, p. 1547] as an outcome of the improved Bochner inequality in [BE] .) See [Mai] for a recent extension to the case of negative effective dimension (N < 0). It is worthwhile to review the proof in [CZ] . Let u be an eigenfunction for the sharp spectral gap K. Then the Bochner inequality under Ric ∞ ≥ K becomes equality for u, and shows Hess u ≡ 0 (in other words, u is affine). Therefore ∇u is a parallel vector field and the de Rham decomposition provides the isometric splitting as in (i). The behavior of the measure in (ii) is also deduced from the Bochner inequality. This argument reminds us the proof of Cheeger-Gromoll's splitting theorem [CG] , the role of the Busemann function in [CG] is replaced by the eigenfunction u. The splitting theorem was generalized to RCD(0, N)-spaces in [Gi2] , thus it is natural to consider an analogue of [CZ] for RCD(K, ∞)-spaces.
Although the assertion of Theorem 1.1 is the same as the Riemannian case, the generalization to RCD(K, ∞)-spaces is technically challenging. The lack of the smooth structure (precisely, parallel vectors fields and the de Rham decomposition) prevents us following the simple proof of [CZ] . Moreover, compared with [Gi2, Ke] on RCD(K, N)-spaces, the absence of upper dimension bound causes several difficulties (for instance, our measure m is not necessarily doubling and X is not locally compact). In order to overcome these difficulties, we consider the lift U of the eigenfunction u to the L 2 -Wasserstein space, defined by U(µ) := X u dµ. We deduce from Hess u ≡ 0 (almost everywhere) that U is affine by generalizing the discussion in [Ke] (Theorem 3.1). Then we employ the regular Lagrangian flow of the negative gradient vector field −∇u of the eigenfunction u (Theorem 4.2), and show that its lift gives the gradient flow of U in the sense of the evolution variational equality (Lemma 4.6). These precise behaviors of U allow us to go down to u, and we eventually see that u itself is affine (Proposition 4.10).
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the preliminaries for RCD(K, ∞)-spaces. We divide the proof of Theorem 1.1 into 4 sections. In Section 3 we show that the lift U of the eigenfunction u is affine along the lines of [Ke] . We then apply the theory in [AT1] to obtain the regular Lagrangian flow (F t ) t∈R of −∇u in Section 4 (this step is not straightforward since u is unbounded), and analyze the behaviors of the measure m and the distance d along the flow. With these properties of the flow, we can follow the argument in [Gi2] to prove the k = 1 case of Theorem 1.1, as we shall see in Section 5. In Section 6 we complete the proof by iteration, followed by some concluding remarks.
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Preliminaries for RCD-spaces
In this section we review the definition and some properties of RCD-spaces. We refer to [Vi] for the foundation of optimal transport theory and CD-spaces, and [AGS3, AGMR, AMS2, EKS, Gi1, Gi2] for the reinforced notion of RCD-spaces.
CD(K, ∞)-spaces
Let (X, d) be a complete and separable metric space, and m be a Borel measure on X which is finite on bounded sets. We in addition assume that (X, d) is a geodesic space in the sense that every pair x, y ∈ X is connected by a minimal geodesic γ : [0, 1] −→ X such that γ(0) = x, γ(1) = y and d(γ(s), γ(t)) = |s − t|d(x, y) (all geodesics in this paper will be minimal).
Denote by P(X) the space of Borel probability measures on X, and by P 2 (X) ⊂ P(X) the subset consisting of measures with finite second moment. The L 2 -Wasserstein distance on P 2 (X) will be denoted by W 2 . We denote by P 2 ac (X) ⊂ P 2 (X) the subset consisting of absolutely continuous measures with respect to m (µ ≪ m). We recall a basic fact in optimal transport theory for later convenience. For µ, ν ∈ P 2 (X), the Kantorovich duality W 2 2 (µ, ν) 2 = sup
holds, and a pair (ϕ, ψ) attaining the above infimum is called a Kantorovich potential for (µ, ν). Kantorovich potentials are given by locally Lipschitz functions under mild assumptions. Now we turn to the definition of CD-spaces. For µ ∈ P 2 (X), the relative entropy with respect to m is defined by Ent m (µ) := X ρ log ρ dm if µ = ρm ∈ P 2 ac (X) and {ρ>1} ρ log ρ dm < ∞, otherwise Ent m (µ) := ∞.
if Ent m is K-convex in the sense that, for any µ 0 , µ 1 ∈ P 2 (X), there is a minimal geodesic (µ t ) t∈ [0, 1] between them with respect to W 2 such that
for all t ∈ (0, 1).
One can moreover define CD(K, N) for K ∈ R and N ∈ [1, ∞], and then CD(K, N) is equivalent to the combination 'Ric ≥ K and dim ≤ N' for Riemannian manifolds equipped with the Riemannian volume measures ( [vRS, St1, St2, LV] ). This characterization is extended to weighted Riemannian and Finsler manifolds by means of the weighted Ricci curvature Ric N , namely CD(K, N) is equivalent to Ric N ≥ K ( [St1, St2, LV, Oh2] ).
Recently there are further generalizations to the cases of N < 0 as well as N = 0 ( [Oh4, Oh5] ).
A particularly important example relevant to our result is the following.
Example 2.2 (Gaussian spaces) Consider a weighted Euclidean space (R n , |·|, e −ψ dx), where ψ ∈ C ∞ (R n ). Then we have Ric ∞ = Hess ψ, and hence (R n , | · |, e −ψ dx) satisfies CD(K, ∞) if and only if ψ is K-convex (Hess ψ ≥ K). For instance, the Gaussian space (R n , | · |, e −K|x| 2 /2 dx) is a CD(K, ∞)-space, regardless of the dimension n.
Let us recall two fundamental properties of CD(K, ∞)-spaces for later convenience.
(ii) If K > 0, then the measure m has the Gaussian decay:
for some positive constants C i = C i (K, ε), i = 1, 2, and for r ≫ ε. In particular, we have m(X) < ∞.
Notice that (i) is immediate from the definition. See [St1, Theorem 4.26] for (ii).
In order to develop analysis on CD(K, ∞)-spaces, we introduce the Cheeger energy (named after [Ch] ) for f ∈ L 2 (X) as
where {f i } i∈N runs over all sequences of Lipschitz functions such that
, and
for h : X −→ R. We define the associated Sobolev space by
We refer to [Ch, Sha, AGS2] for further discussions. When K > 0, a CD(K, ∞)-space enjoys the Poincaré inequality (1.1) mentioned in the introduction, as well as the log-Sobolev and Talagrand inequalities (see [LV, §6] ).
RCD(K, ∞)-spaces
As we mentioned after Definition 2.1, the curvature-dimension condition does not rule out Finsler manifolds. On the one hand, this was a starting point of the rich theory of the weighted Ricci curvature of Finsler manifolds (see [Oh2] and the recent survey [Oh6] ). On the other hand, admitting Finsler manifolds (and especially normed spaces) causes some difficulties, for instance, the Cheeger energy is not quadratic and the associated Laplacian is nonlinear. For this reason, it is natural to expect a 'Riemannian' version of the curvature-dimension condition, and the following notion given in [AGS3] turned out successful and has been a subject of intensive research.
Definition 2.4 (Riemannian curvature-dimension condition) For K ∈ R, we say that (X, d, m) satisfies the Riemannian curvature-dimension condition RCD(K, ∞) (or (X, d, m) is an RCD(K, ∞)-space) if it satisfies CD(K, ∞) and the Cheeger energy Ch is a quadratic form in the sense that
See [AMS2, EKS, Gi1, Gi2] for the finite-dimensional counterpart RCD(K, N). The quadratic property (2.3) is called the infinitesimal Hilbertianity and rules out (nonRiemannian) Finsler manifolds. RCD(K, ∞)-spaces enjoy several finer properties than CD(K, ∞)-spaces. For instance, the inequality (2.2) holds along every W 2 -geodesics (called the strong K-convexity), and any pair µ 0 , µ 1 ∈ P 2 ac (X) is connected by a unique minimal geodesic.
Thanks to (2.3), by polarization we can define ∇f, ∇g ∈ L 1 (X) for f, g ∈ W 1,2 (X) by
Then the bilinear form
is a strongly local, quasi-regular Dirichlet form (see [AGS3, Section 6 .2], cf. [Sa, Theorem 4 .1]), and we call its generator ∆ : D(∆) −→ L 2 (X) the Laplacian, which is a linear, self-adjoint, nonpositive definite operator such that
The domain D(∆) is dense in W 1,2 (X) and L 2 (X). We refer to [BH, FOT] for the basic theory of Dirichlet forms.
We now review some connections between |∇f | and the Lipschitz continuity of f on RCD(K, ∞)-spaces. We have in general |∇f | ≤ |∇ L f | m-almost everywhere for Lipschitz functions f ∈ W 1,2 (X). If (X, d, m) satisfies the volume doubling condition and the local (1, 2)-Poincaré inequality, then |∇f | = |∇ L f | holds m-almost everywhere for any Lipschitz function f (see [Ch] ). In our framework of RCD(K, ∞)-spaces, however, both the doubling condition and the local Poincaré inequality may fail (only weaker estimates such as Lemma 2.3(ii) as well as a sort of local Poincaré inequality in [Ra] are available). Nonetheless, we know that f ∈ W 1,2 (X) satisfying |∇f | ≤ C for some C ≥ 0 admits a C-Lipschitz representative (see [AGS3, Theorem 6 .2] -this has been called the Sobolevto-Lipschitz property in [Gi2, Theorem 6.8]) , and this fact is sufficient for our purpose.
The heat semigroup (H t ) t≥0 associated with the Laplacian ∆ enjoys various regularization properties. For instance, the set A := t>0 H t L ∞ (X) is dense both in W 1,2 (X) and D(∆). We also recall the following for later use.
See [AGS3, Theorem 6 .5] (and [AGMR, Theorem 7.3] ) for a quantitative estimate of the Lipschitz constant. Moreover, H t can be extended canonically to a map from P 2 (X) to itself, and the W 2 -contraction property holds:
This property (2.4) in fact characterizes RCD(K, ∞)-spaces among infinitesimally Hilbertian spaces, see [Sa, Theorem 4 .1] and [AGS3, AGS4] for the precise statement. It is worthwhile to mention that (2.4) fails in normed spaces and Finsler manifolds ( [OS] ). Set
holds in a weak sense ( [GKO, AGS3, AGS4] ). The more precise definition of "weak sense" will be discussed in section 3. Note that, for f ∈ D ∞ (X), we have |∇f [Sa, Lemma 3.2] ) and hence (the continuous version of) f is Lipschitz. The inequality (2.5) also characterizes RCD(K, ∞)-spaces, see [AGS4] and [Sa, Theorem 4.1] .
On Riemannian manifolds, the Bochner-Weitzenböck formula yields that the left hand side is nothing but the sum of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of Hess f and Ric(∇f, ∇f ). Thus it seems that the Hessian is missing in (2.5). Nevertheless, we are somehow able to recover it from (2.5) by a so-called self-improvement technique going back to Bakry [Ba] . As we guess from the argument in [CZ] on a Riemannian manifold, this self-improvement plays a fundamental role in the sequel. There are two different (but closely related) notions of the "Hessian" in this context. The one is H[f ] in terms of Γ-calculus and the other one is Hess f introduced in [Gi4] on RCD(K, ∞) spaces. For f ∈ D ∞ (X), the former one
X) is defined as follows:
The latter one, Hess f , is more complicated and we omit the precise definition of it, since Hess f is a tensorial object for vector fields unlike H[f ] (see [Gi4, Definition 3.3.1] [Gi4, Corollary 3.3.9] . From this, we can see that W 2,2 (X) is much larger than D ∞ (X). As a tensorial object, we can define the Hilbert-Schmidt norm | Hess f | HS of Hess f and it gives an upper bound of the operator norm in the following sense: For f, φ, ψ ∈ D ∞ (X),
The strongest self-improvement of (2.5) involving Hess f in our framework is given as follows (see [Gi4, Theorem 3.3 .8]):
in a weak sense for f ∈ D ∞ (X) (see [Sa, Theorem 3.4 ] for the weaker one involving H[f ] in our framework). One can in fact show (2.6) in the m-almost everywhere sense by replacing the left-hand side with the absolutely continuous part of the Γ 2 -operator, see [Sa, Gi4] for details.
First step: Lift of the eigenfunction is affine
We start the proof of Theorem 1.1, divided into 4 steps. The first step is to show that the lift of the eigenfunction to the L 2 -Wasserstein space is affine. We note that the statement does not follow from the recent result by Gigli and Tamanini on the second differentiation formula [GT] since such result is crucially based on finite dimensionality.
Recall from Lemma 2.3(i) that we can normalize the curvature bound as K = 1 without loss of generality. Thus let (X, d, m) be an RCD(1, ∞)-space from here on. Thanks to [GMS, Proposition 6.7] , the spectrum of the Laplacian is discrete and the hypothesis λ 1 = 1 implies the existence of an eigenfunction u ∈ D(∆) satisfying ∆u = −u. Adapting the discussion in [Ke] , we will show that the lift U of u to P 2 (X), defined by
is affine (or totally geodesic). To be precise, we prove the following.
and is affine on P 2 ac (X) in the sense that, for every
Notice that (2.2) implies µ t ∈ P 2 ac (X) for all t ∈ (0, 1). We will see that u itself is affine in Proposition 4.10.
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 3.1, let us recall some notations from the Γ-calculus. Note that we will use some of these notations even before knowing that the underlying metric measure space satisfies the CD(K, ∞) condition. We moreover will use the following notational convention: Given a subspace V ⊂ L 2 (X), we define
, the Γ 2 -operator is defined as the integral of the left-hand side of the Bochner inequality (2.5) or (2.6) against the test function φ:
Then the weak form of the Bochner inequality (2.5) (also called the Γ 2 -inequality) is written as, provided that φ ≥ 0,
Similarly, the improved Bochner inequality (2.6) is written as Gi4, Theorem 3.3.8] . We in addition define for later use
In the intersection of the domains of Γ 2 and of Γ
-the integration by parts shows that Γ 2 (f ; φ) and Γ ′ 2 (f ; φ) coincide. We collect some properties of u derived from the Bochner inequality in the next proposition. (ii) |∇u| is constant m-almost everywhere.
Proof. We first show that we can replace Γ 2 with Γ ′ 2 in the improved Bochner inequality
by slightly modifying the discussion in [Gi4, Corollary 3.3.9] . Recall that Hess f is well
, the improved Bochner inequality (3.3) together with the remark after the definition of Γ
Since φ, |∇φ|, ∆φ ∈ L ∞ (X), the hypotheses on f n , |∇f n |, ∆f n imply the convergences of the left-hand side and the second term in the right-hand side to the corresponding quantities for f , for instance,
. Hence we have, by taking the limit,
This is nothing but what we claimed. (i) Applying the improved Bochner inequality (3.5) to f = u and φ ≡ 1 (recall m(X) < ∞ from Lemma 2.3(ii)) and using the integration by parts, we have
Therefore Hess u = 0 holds m-almost everywhere.
(
. One indeed has equality by replacing φ with
Now, thanks to the log-Sobolev inequality following from the RCD(1, ∞)-condition, we have the hypercontractivity of H t . Therefore |∇u| ∈ L 2 (X) yields H t (|∇u|) ∈ L 4 (X) for sufficiently large t > 0. Combining this with H t u = e −t u (since ∆u = −u) and the gradient estimate |∇(H t u)| ≤ e −t H t (|∇u|) (see [Sa] ), we obtain |∇u| ∈ L 4 (X) and hence |∇u| 2 ∈ L 2 (X). Then we deduce from equality in (3.6) that
Since φ was arbitrary, ∆[H t (|∇u| 2 )] = 0 holds m-almost everywhere. The Poincaré inequality then implies that H t (|∇u| 2 ) is constant m-almost everywhere. Finally, letting t → 0, we conclude that |∇u| 2 is constant m-almost everywhere. Using the framework provided in [Gi4] there is also an alternative way to argue for deducing the claim that |∇u| 2 is constant. Proposition 3.3.22 (ii) in [Gi4] ensures that |∇u| 2 belongs to H 1,1 (X) with d|∇u| 2 = 0. H 1,1 (X) is the closure of D ∞ (X) in W 1,1 (X) and d denotes the exterior derivative on a metric measure space. Then Proposition 3.3.14 (ii) in [Gi4] yields that |∇u| 2 also belongs to the Sobolev class S 2 (X) with the same differential. Finally the Sobolev-to-Lipschitz property applies and yields the claim. ✷
Since u is not constant, we can normalize u so as to satisfy
Hence u is 1-Lipschitz. This in particular implies that u has at most linear growth, therefore U(µ) in Theorem 3.1 is well-defined. Next we prove a key result concerning bounded functions, generalizing the argument in [Ke] for RCD(K, N)-spaces to RCD(K, ∞)-spaces. This will be applied to approximations of the unbounded eigenfunction u.
Theorem 3.3 (Hessian bound implies convexity)
and Hess v reviewed in the last section). In order to prove this theorem, similarly to [Ke, St3] , we introduce the modified measurem (3.8) and consider the space (X, d,m). We will denote by ∆, Γ 2 and Γ ′ 2 the Laplacian, the Γ 2 -operator and the modified Γ 2 -operator as in (3.4) with respect tom. We easily observe that, for
for all f ∈ W 1,2 (X, m) = W 1,2 (X,m). In addition, the minimal weak upper gradient of f ∈ W 1,2 (X,m) induced bym coincides with |∇f | (see [AGS2, Lemma 4.11] ). We moreover observe the following. 
This shows f ∈ D(∆) and the equation in (i
). Similarly, f ∈ D(∆) implies f ∈ D( ∆) (hence D(∆) = D( ∆))
and the equation in (i). (ii) and (iii) follow easily from (i). ✷
is well-defined.
Proposition 3.5 Let v and (X, d,m) be as in (3.8).
Moreover e −v φ ∈ D(∆) and we have
as expected (see [Gi1, Theorem 4.29] ). We shall compute (I), (II) and (III) in (3.9) in order, and then compare Γ ′ 2 (f ; φ) with Γ ′ 2 (f ; e −v φ). Let us begin with
Here, the first equality follows from Lemma 3.4(i), the second equality is the Leibniz rule for ∆, the third equality is the integration by parts, and the fourth equality is the Leibniz rule for ∇, where we note again that |∇f | 2 ∈ W 1,2 (X) since f ∈ D ∞ (X). Next we have, again by Lemma 3.4(i), the integration by parts and the Leibniz rule for ∇,
Finally,
Adding (I), (II) and (III) yields
, and we have
by RCD(K, ∞) condition (see [AMS1, Corollary 4.3] ). Now we apply the hypothesis
We shall extend the class of functions f and φ in the last proposition. For this purpose, we introduce a mollification h ε given by
where η ∈ C ∞ c ((0, ∞)) with η ≥ 0 and
As ε → 0, h ε f → f occurs both in W 1,2 (X) and in D(∆). We also consider another mollificationh ε by using the heat semigroup (H t 
Proof. First, since (X, d, m) satisfies the condition RCD(K, ∞), we have that
by the Sobolev-to-Lipschitz property. Moreover, W 1,2 (X, m) = W 1,2 (X,m),m is locally finite, and one checks that (X, d,m) again satisfies an exponential growth condition. More precisely, the latter means that there exist constants M > 0 and c > 0 such that m(B r (x)) ≤ M exp(cr 2 ) for every r > 0.
Hence, we can apply Corollary 4.18 (ii) in [AGS4] and consequently it suffices to show the Bochner inequality
. We remark that we do not know whether ∆f ∈ W 1,2 (X) or not, while the regularization property as Proposition 2.5 is available for h ε but not forh ε . Let f ε := h ε f for ε > 0. Then f ε ∈ D ∞ (X) and (3.10) holds for f ε and φ by Proposition 3.5. Since
Thus, we obtain (3.10) for f and φ by letting ε → 0. SinceΓ 2 (f ; φ) =Γ ′ 2 (f ; φ) under our assumption on φ, the assertion (3.11) holds. Next we drop the assumption |∇φ| ∈ L ∞ (X) in the first step. Since H s φ ∈ W 1,2,(∞) (X) for s > 0 by virtue of Propostion 2.5, (3.11) holds for f and H s φ. We will let s → 0 in this inequality. Note that [AMS1, Theorem 3 
, we obtain (3.11) for our choice of f and φ by letting s → 0. Finally we will show (3.
X) and (3.11) holds for f ε,R and φ. Then, letting R → ∞ and ε → 0 afterwards, we obtain (3.11) for f and φ by arguing as in the proof of [EKS, Theorem 4.8 ] (see also [GKO, Theorem 4.6] , [AGS4, Corollary 2.3]) . ✷ Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let α > 0 and consider the scaled space
2 andm α := e −vα m. By definition we find Hess v α ≥ −κ on X α . It follows from Proposition 3.6 that
is strongly (α 2 K − κ)-convex on P 2 (X α ) (recall Lemma 2.3(i)). Therefore, for any L 2 -Wasserstein geodesic (µ t ) t∈[0,1] over X α with bounded supports and densities, we have
where W 2 is with respect to d. The boundedness ensures the finiteness of the entropies. Multiplying this inequality with α 2 and letting α → 0, we see that V is (−κ)-convex along (µ t ) t∈ [0, 1] . Then by the truncation and cut-off arguments, we can show the desired claim for arbitrary W 2 -geodesics (µ t ) t∈[0,1] with µ 0 , µ 1 ≪ m (for instance, follow the proof of [St1, Theorem 4.20 
]). ✷
We are ready to prove Theorem 3.1. Recall from (3.7) that we can normalize u so that |∇u| = 1 m-almost everywhere, and then u is 1-Lipschitz and U is well-defined.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In order to apply Theorem 3.3, we smoothly truncate u by using the function g n : R −→ (−nπ/2, nπ/2) given by g n (r) = n arctan(r/n) for n ∈ N. Note that g n (r) → r as n → ∞ uniformly on compact sets, and we have
Set κ n := sup |g ′′ n | = 3 √ 3/(8n) which goes to 0 as n → ∞.
Thereby v n ∈ D ∞ (X) with ∆v n ∈ L ∞ (X). In particular, we can apply the chain rule for the Hessian (Proposition 3.3.21 in [Gi4] ) yielding that
m-almost everywhere. Hence we can apply Theorem 3.3 to v n and find that, for every
Now, we consider (µ t ) t∈[0,1] such that µ 0 and µ 1 have bounded support. Let B ⊂ X be a bounded set with supp µ t ⊂ B for every t ∈ [0, 1]. By the 1-Lipschitz continuity of u and the uniform convergence of g n (r) to r on bounded subsets in R, we obtain that v n → u uniformly on B. Hence taking the limit as n → ∞ in (3.12) yields
We can repeat the same argument for −u in place of u, thus equality holds. By an exhaustion of X with bounded sets, we conclude that U is affine on whole P 2 ac (X). ✷
Second step: Regular Lagrangian gradient flow of the eigenfunction
The eigenfunction u as in the previous section will play the key role in the same way that the Busemann function did in the splitting theorem of RCD(0, N)-spaces in [Gi2] (see also an overview [Gi3] ). In order to overcome technical difficulties arising due to the lack of the volume doubling property, we employ the regular Lagrangian flow of the negative gradient vector field −∇u, and use it to construct and analyze the gradient flows of U and then of u.
Regular Lagrangian flow
We apply the theory of regular Lagrangian flows developed by Ambrosio-Trevisan [AT1] (as a far reaching generalization of the celebrated DiPerna-Lions theory [DL] , see also the lecture notes [AT2] ) to the vector field −∇u, where u is the eigenfunction as in the previous section. The notion of regular Lagrangian flow is closely related with the continuity equation. We begin with solving the continuity equation of −∇u starting from m.
Proposition 4.1 (Solution to the continuity equation)
A solution to the continuity equation for −∇u is given by e −tu−t 2 /2 . That is, for any f ∈ W 1,2 (X) the map t → e −tu−t 2 /2 dm is absolutely continuous and its derivative is given for a.e. t ∈ R by
Proof. Recalling u = −∆u and |∇u| = 1 from (3.7), we have
✷ Theorem 4.2 (Regular Lagrangian flow of −∇u)
There exists a unique map (up to equality almost everywhere) F :
(ii) F 0 is the identity map and, for every x ∈ X, t −→ F t (x) is a 1-Lipschitz curve;
(iii) For every f ∈ W 1,2 (X) and m-almost every x, the map t −→ f (F t (x)) is in W 1,2 loc (R) and its distributional derivative satisfies
(iv) For each s ∈ R, we have F t • F s = F t+s for every t ∈ R m-almost everywhere;
(v) For m-almost every x, the metric speed of the curve t −→ F t (x) is constant and equal to 1.
Moreover, (F t ) * m = e −tu−t 2 /2 m holds. Note that equality almost everywhere is understood at the level of curves. More precisely, if there is another mapF as above then for m-a.e. x we have that F t (x) =F t (x) for every t ∈ R.
Regular Lagrangian flows for gradient vector fields on RCD(K, ∞)-spaces are studied in [AT1, Theorems 9.7] . However, the gradient vector field ∇u does not meet the assumption since ∆u is only in L ∞ loc (X) when L ∞ (X) is required. Therefore, -though we cannot exactly apply the results in [AT1] -we follow closely an argument of a more general result [AT1, Theorem 8.3 ] to prove Theorem 4.2, with the aid of Proposition 4.1.
In the proof of Theorem 4.2, we freely use notions introduced in [AT1] .
Proof. We first localize the argument. Let T > 0 and fix x 0 ∈ X. Take R > 3T and a Lipschitz cut-off function
where A is the set of Lipschitz functions on X with bounded support. Notice that A is dense in W 1,2 (X) (see [AGS3] for instance). We claim the uniqueness of weak solutions to the continuity equation
. This claim follows from [AT1, Theorem 5.4] with r = s = 2 and q = ∞ (we in fact have the uniqueness in the larger class L ∞ t (L 2 x )). Indeed, the hypotheses of the theorem are verified in our case as follows. We can easily construct a class of functions satisfying [AT1, ], and the L 2 -Γ-inequality always holds (as mentioned after [AT1, Definition 5.1]). As for the assumptions on b R , clearly b R ∈ L ∞ (X) holds in the sense that |ψ R · ∇u| ∈ L ∞ (X). By the definition of divergence div in [AT1, Definition 3.5], we deduce from
Here we have used the fact that we can replace u withũ ∈ D ∞ (X) which is bounded and agrees with u on B 3R (x 0 ) by virtue of the presence of ψ R . Indeed, since u is Lipschitz,ũ can be constructed by taking a composite of an appropriate cut-off function and u. For u we can use the relation between H[ũ] and Hessũ, and the chain rule for Hess implies Hess u = Hessũ on B 2R (x 0 ). Next we construct a solution to (4.1) with the aid of Proposition 4.1 for localized initial data. Since
by Lemma 2.3(ii), we can apply the superposition principle [AT1, Theorem 7.6] with p = 2 and r = ∞ (to be precise, [AT2, Theorem 7.6 ] with the modified assumptions) to the solution of the continuity equation for −∇u in Proposition 4.1, to obtain η ∈ P(C([0, T ]; X)) satisfying (a) η is concentrated on solutions η to the ODEη = b(η) (see [AT1, Definition 7 .3]), (b) e −tu−t 2 /2 m = (e t ) * η for any t ∈ [0, T ], where e t (η) := η(t) is the evaluation map.
, where χ A denotes the characteristic function of A. Then v t defined by v t m = (e t ) * ((v • e 0 )η) solves the continuity equation for b with the initial condition v 0 =v. By applying the ODE in (a) for the class of test functions f n (x) := d(x n , x), where {x n } n∈N ⊂ X is dense with |∇u| = 1 m-almost everywhere in mind, we can show that η-almost every η is 1-Lipschitz (see the proof of (4.9) below). This fact immediately implies that v t solves the continuity equation for b R also. In addition, v t = 0 on X \ B r+t (x 0 ) and thus there exists an increasing function C r : [0, T ] −→ R such that, for any measurable set A ⊂ X,
Thus, combining this with the uniqueness of the continuity equation for b R starting fromv as claimed, we can apply [AT1, Theorem 8.4 ] to obtain η x ∈ C([0, T ]; X) solving the ODEη x = b R (η x ) with η x (0) = x for (vm)-almost every x and satisfying
We are now in position to follow almost the same argument as in [AT1, Theorem 8.3 ] to conclude our assertion. Let us define
t (x) := η x (t) for (vm)-almost every x ∈ X. We can show the consistency in r of F (r) as in [AT1, Theorem 8.3 ] by using [AT1, Theorem 8.4 ], by taking larger R > 0 if necessary. Thus we can let R → ∞ to obtain the solution F : X × [0, T ] −→ X satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii). A similar argument allows us to take T → ∞. One can further extend this to F : X × R −→ X by the same construction for ∇u in parameter (−∞, 0], and concatenating them. The uniqueness of the flow follows similarly and it implies (F t ) * m = e −tu−t 2 /2 m. The semigroup property (iv) also follows from the uniqueness.
We finally prove (v). On the one hand, we already know (ii) and it yields the metric speed of η(t) := F t (x) satisfies |η| ≤ 1. On the other hand, choosing f = ψ R u ∈ A for (arbitrarily) large R > 0 implies
Combining this with the 1-Lipschitz continuity of u yields |η| ≥ 1. Therefore we obtain |η| = 1. ✷ Remark 4.3 (Gaussian behavior of (F t ) * m) The relation (F t ) * m = e −tu−t 2 /2 m shows that m is enjoying the 'Gaussian' behavior in the t-direction. In fact, when u(x) = s − t (hence u(F −1 t (x)) = s), we have
provides the ratio of e −u 2 /2 and its translation e −(u+t) 2 /2 .
Behavior of the distance under the flow
The goal of this subsection is to show that the regular Lagrangian flow F constructed in Theorem 4.2 admits a representative which preserves the distance. More precisely, we prove following.
Theorem 4.4 (F t preserves d) There exists a map F : R × X −→ X such that
(ii) ( F t (x)) t∈R is a minimal geodesic in X for every x ∈ X.
The proof is divided into two propositions below (Propositions 4.9, 4.11). To this end, we first lift the flow F on X to the one on P 2 (X). We remark that, for any µ ∈ P 2 (X), the curve t −→ (F t ) * µ is 1-Lipschitz in W 2 thanks to Theorem 4.2(ii).
Lemma 4.5 Let µ = ρm ∈ P ac (X) where ρ is bounded and of bounded support, and µ t := (F t ) * µ.
(i) We have µ t = (ρ • F −t )e −tu−t 2 /2 m for all t ∈ R. In particular, µ t ≪ m and the density of µ t is bounded and of bounded support.
(ii) Suppose that, for m-almost every x ∈ X, ρ(F t (x)) is continuous in t ∈ R. Then, for any f ∈ W 1,2 loc (X), the function t −→ X f dµ t belongs to C 1 (R) and we have
Proof. (i) By Theorem 4.2, for any bounded measurable f : X −→ R, we find
It immediately implies the former assertion. The latter one easily follows from the assumption on µ and Theorem 4.2(ii).
(ii) Since (i) says that µ t has a bounded support for each t ∈ R, we can assume f ∈ W 1,2 (X) without loss of generality. By virtue of Theorem 4.2(iii), it suffices to show that t −→ X ∇f, ∇u dµ t is continuous. Since |∇u| = 1 m-almost everywhere, we can easily deduce it from [Gi2, Lemma 5.11] with the aid of (i), Theorem 4.2(ii) and our assumption on ρ. ✷ Recall the function U(µ) = X u dµ in the previous section (3.1), which is affine on P 2 ac (X) by Theorem 3.1. The next lemma will play a key role in this section.
Lemma 4.6 (Evolution variational equality for U) Let µ ∈ P(X) be of bounded support with bounded continuous density, and µ t := (F t ) * µ. Then µ t solves the 0-evolution variational equality for U in the sense that, for any ν ∈ P 2 (X),
holds at almost every t ∈ R.
The 0-evolution variational inequality (abbreviated as the 0-EVI ) means that
We will obtain equality as in (4.3) due to the symmetry between u and −u, thus we called it the 0-evolution variational equality.
Proof. From Theorem 4.2(ii), we deduce that W 2 (µ t , µ s ) ≤ |s − t| so that t −→ µ t is W 2 -absolutely continuous. Thanks to [AGS3, Proposition 2.21(i)], it suffices to show (4.3) for ν ∈ P(X) of bounded support with bounded density. Let (ϕ t , ψ t ) be a Kantorovich potential for (µ t , ν) (recall (2.1)), namely
We first claim that, for a point t of differentiability of t −→ W 2 2 (µ t , ν), we have
Since both µ t and ν have bounded support, we can assume that ϕ t is Lipschitz (see [Mc, Lemma 2] for instance) and hence ϕ t ∈ W 1,2 loc (X). The Kantorovich duality (2.1) immediately implies
By combining them, we have
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.5(ii). We similarly observe
Thus (4.4) holds. Next we prove (4.3). Let (ν s ) s∈[0,1] be the unique W 2 -geodesic from µ t to ν. Then, since the density of µ is continuous, we can apply [Gi2, Proposition 5.15 ] to deduce that s −→ X u dν s is differentiable at s = 0 and
We finally recall from Theorem 3.1 that U(ν s ) = (1 − s)U(ν 0 ) + sU(ν 1 ), therefore
This together with (4.4) and (4.5) yields (4.3). ✷ Remark 4.7 In Lemma 4.6, the equality (4.3) in fact holds for all t ∈ R since W 2 2 (µ t , ν) is locally Lipschitz and U(µ t ) is continuous in t.
From Lemma 4.6, we deduce that the flow given by F preserves W 2 .
Lemma 4.8 (F t preserves W 2 ) Let µ, ν ∈ P 2 ac (X) with continuous bounded densities. Set µ t := (F t ) * µ and ν t := (F t ) * ν. Then we have
Proof. Let us first additionally suppose that µ and ν have bounded supports, then Lemma 4.6 is available. Since W 2 (µ t , ν t ) is 2-Lipschitz in t, it suffices to show that t −→ W 2 2 (µ t , ν t ) has a vanishing derivative for almost every t. Let ω be the midpoint of the W 2 -geodesic from µ t and ν t . Then, by (4.3),
Here the last equality follows from the affine property of U (Theorem 3.1). By the same way, we have
Therefore (4.6) holds for every t ∈ R.
We next remove the assumption on bounded support by a standard cut-off argument. Let x 0 ∈ X and ψ n : X −→ R be continuous satisfying 0 ≤ ψ n ≤ 1, ψ n | Bn(x 0 ) = 1 and
Proof. Fix t ∈ R and a bounded 1-Lipschitz function f : X −→ R. We first show that f • F t has a 1-Lipschitz representative in its m-almost everywhere equivalence class. In order to see this, we consider g ε := H ε (f • F t ) for ε > 0. Recall that g ε is Lipschitz by Proposition 2.5. Pick x, y ∈ X, r > 0 and µ r , ν r ∈ P 2 ac (X) with bounded continuous density supported on B r (x) and B r (y), respectively. Then, since f is 1-Lipschitz,
(4.7)
We used the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality and the Hölder inequality to see the inequalities above. Note that H ε (µ r ) and H ε (ν r ) also have bounded continuous density by Proposition 2.5. Thus it follows from Lemma 4.8 and the W 2 -contraction property (2.4) of the heat flow that
Combining this with (4.7) and letting r ↓ 0, we obtain
as ε ↓ 0, by taking an almost everywhere converging subsequence, we obtain |f • F t (x) − f • F t (y)| ≤ d(x, y) for m ⊗ m-almost every (x, y) from (4.8). It implies our claim.
We next show that, for each t ∈ R, there exists a Borel m-negligible set A ⊂ X such that the following holds:
for any x, y ∈ X \ A. (4.9)
Let {x i } i∈N be a countable dense subset in X and let f i (x) := d(x, x i ). A truncation argument shows that we can remove the boundedness of f from the assumption in the last claim. Thus we can apply it to f i to conclude that there exist a Borel m-negligible set A ⊂ X such that f i • F t is 1-Lipschitz on X \ A for all i ∈ N. Thus we have
for all x, y ∈ X \ A, which proves that the restriction of F t to X \ A is 1-Lipschitz. Then, Theorem 4.2(i), (iv) imply (4.9) by exchanging t with −t in the above argument. Finally, we construct a modification F of F . From the last argument, there exists a Borel m-negligible subset A ⊂ X such that (4.9) holds for any t ∈ Q. By Theorem 4.2(ii), the same holds for any t ∈ R. Then, for each t ∈ R, we have the unique extension F t of F t as an isometry. This completes the proof. ✷
We can also improve Theorem 3.1 as follows. Proof. Let x, y ∈ X and consider µ, ν ∈ P 2 ac (X) of bounded continuous density and bounded support approximating the Dirac measures δ x and δ y in the sense of weak convergence, respectively. Consider the mapF : R × X → X and defineμ t := (F t ) ⋆ µ. Since by the previous theorem for every t ∈ R F t =F t m-a.e., we have µ t =μ t . Then, by integrating (4.3) in t we obtain
Finally, sinceF t is continuous for every t ∈ R, one can pass to the limit as µ → δ x and ν → δ y . We deduce that η(t) :=F t (x) enjoys the 0-evolution variational equality for u:
This implies that both u and −u are convex, and hence affine. ✷
The next proposition completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. The key fact in the proof is that ( F t (x) ) t∈R provides the EVI-gradient flow of u as we saw in Proposition 4.10.
Proposition 4.11 (Proof of Theorem 4.4(ii)) For each x ∈ X, the curve ( F t (x)) t∈R is a minimal geodesic in X.
Proof. Take x ∈ X to be a point such that F t (x) = F t (x) for all t ∈ R, the property in Theorem 4.2(v) holds, and that |∇ L u|(F t (x)) ≥ |∇u|(F t (x)) = 1 for almost every t ∈ R. Notice that the validity of the last property is ensured by Theorem 4.2(i) and the Fubini theorem for localized measures. Recall from the proof of Proposition 4.10 that η(t) :=F t (x) enjoys the 0-evolution variational equality (4.11) for u. On the one hand, since EVI-gradient flows are gradient flows also in the sense of the energy dissipation identity (the proof of this fact, due to Savaré, can be found in [AG] ), we have for every
where we used Theorem 4.2(v) to see |η| = 1. On the other hand,
holds since u and (F t (x)) t∈R are 1-Lipschitz, and thus d(F t (x), F s (x)) = |t − s| for every t, s ∈ R. This forces the curve (F t (x)) t∈R = ( F t (x)) t∈R to be a minimal geodesic (straight line) in X. Since F t is a continuous map on X for each t by Proposition 4.9, ( F t (x)) t∈R must be a geodesic for every x ∈ X. ✷
Third step: Isometric splitting
The properties of the gradient flow (F t ) t∈R of the eigenfunction −u obtained in the previous section allow us to follow the strategy of the splitting theorem in [Gi2, Gi3] to a large extent. Set Y := u −1 (0). The affine property of u (Proposition 4.10) implies that Y is totally geodesic in the sense that any geodesic connecting two points in Y is contained in Y . Thus the distance d Y := d| Y ×Y on Y defined as the restriction is geodesic. We would like to compare X and Y × R. To this end, we define the maps
Notice that π is well-defined since u(F t (x)) = u(x) − t for x ∈ X and t ∈ R by Theorem 4.2(iii) and Theorem 4.4. We have by construction Ψ = Φ −1 . We first prove an important property of the map π along the strategy in [Gi2, Corollary 5.19 ] (see also [Gi3, Corollary 4.6] ).
Thus it is sufficient to show d(π(x), y) ≤ d(x, y) for x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . Fix y ∈ Y and µ ∈ P 2 ac (X) with bounded density, and consider µ t := (F t ) * µ. Take t 0 ∈ R attaining the minimum of the function t −→ W 2 2 (µ t , δ y ). Let (ν s ) s∈ [0, 1] be the minimal geodesic from µ t 0 to δ y . Then, for every s ∈ (0, 1) and t ∈ R, we find
Thus W 2 ((F t ) * ν s , δ y ) attains the minimum at t = 0.
Put ϕ(x) := d 2 (x, y)/2 which is a Kantorovich potential for (ν s , δ y ) for all s. Then it follows from (4.4) that
where L 1 is the Lebesgue measure. Then, sinceF t is isometric and Y is totally geodesic, we deduce that Ξ is isometric (compare with the proof of Corollary 5.30 in [Gi2] ) and, for any µ 0 , µ 1 ∈ P 2 ac (Y ) and the unique geodesic (µ t ) t∈ [0, 1] between µ 0 and µ 1 , Ξ(µ t ) is being the minimal geodesic between Ξ(µ 0 ) and Ξ(µ 1 ). Hence the curvature condition CD(1, ∞) of (X, d, m) applied to Ξ(µ t ) implies CD(1, ∞) for µ t . ✷
As a corollary to the lemma above, the product space
again satisfies RCD(1, ∞). The following energy identity is the key ingredient to show d = d. The proof follows the same line as [Gi3, Proposition 4.15] and [Gi2, Proposition 6 .5], we refer to those for the details of the discussion.
Proof. By the density reasons (for instance, compare with [GH] ), it is sufficient to show the claim for functions of the form
for a finite set I and g i ∈ G , h i ∈ H , where
Recalling that Y × R is an RCD(1, ∞)-space, we expand |∇f | In order to compare this with the same decomposition of f • Φ, notice that by the very same arguments used in Gigli's proof of the splitting theorem [Gi2] we have that Then, for m-almost every x ∈ X, we deduce from Theorem 4.2(iii) that
in the distributional sense in t ∈ R, whereg ∈ W 1,2 ∩ L ∞ (Y ) satisfies g(y, t) =g(y). (To be precise, we cut-off g • Φ to be in W 1,2 (X) when we apply Theorem 4.2(iii).) This completes the proof of (5.3) and then the claim. ✷ Theorem 5.5 (Isometric splitting) The maps Φ and Ψ are isometric.
Proof. This is a consequence of the energy identity in Proposition 5.4 and [Gi2, Proposition 4.20] . Recall that the Sobolev-to-Lipschitz property, which is required in the cited proposition, holds on RCD(K, ∞)-spaces as we mentioned in §2.2. ✷ Remark 5.6 The discussions in Sections 3-5 could be compared with the study of spaces admitting nonconstant affine functions. The existence of a nonconstant affine function is a strong constraint and forces the space to possess some splitting phenomenon. See [In, Ma, AB, HL] for related results concerning affine functions on Riemannian manifolds or metric spaces, and [Oh1, Ly, BMS] for further studies on affine maps between (or into) metric spaces.
Final step and some remarks
We finish the proof of Theorem 1.1 by iteration. The case of k = 1 was shown by the previous step. If k ≥ 2, then the space (Y, d Y , m Y ) has λ 1 = 1 and splits off the 1-dimensional Gaussian space. We iterate this procedure and complete the proof. ✷
We close the article with several remarks.
Remark 6.1 (a) It is somewhat implicit in our discussion that the sharp spectral gap prevents spaces "with boundary" such as Y × [0, ∞) showing up (while Y of Y × R can have a boundary). Indeed, on Y × [0, ∞), the function u(y, t) = t is not an eigenfunction since its measure-valued Laplacian has singularity on Y × {0}.
(b) It is well-known that a rigidity result for a compact family of spaces (in a certain topology) can be used to show the corresponding almost rigidity. See [Gi2] for the case of almost splitting theorem. The compactness, however, fails for the class of RCD(K, ∞)-spaces even when K > 0. This is another difficulty due to the lack of the doubling condition. We know (at least) two kinds of examples of sequences of RCD(1, ∞)-spaces having no convergent subsequence. Firstly, the sequence of Gaussian spaces (X n , d n , m n ) := (R n , | · |, e −|x| 2 /2 dx 1 dx 2 · · · dx n ), n ∈ N, consists of RCD(1, ∞)-spaces and has no convergent subsequence in the sense of the measured Gromov-Hausdorff convergence nor of the measured Gromov convergence (see [Sh, Corollary 7 .42] and [GMS] for details). Secondly, the sequence (Z k , d k , m k ) := (R 2 , | · |, e −(kx 2 +y 2 )/2 dxdy), k ∈ N, also consists of RCD(1, ∞)-spaces and has no convergent subsequence in the measured Gromov-Hausdorff topology. This sequence, however, converges to (R, | · |, e −y 2 /2 dy) in the weaker notion of the measured Gromov topology. We remark that, in either case, the sharp spectral gap is attained (λ 1 (X n ) = λ 1 (Z k ) = 1 for all n, k).
(c) The Lichnerowicz inequality λ 1 ≥ KN/(N − 1) under the bound Ric N ≥ K > 0 holds true also for the "negative effective dimension" N < 0, see [KM, Oh4] . It would be worthwhile to consider the rigidity problem on this widely open situation.
(d) Another possible generalization is the case of Finsler manifolds (or more generally CD(K, ∞)-spaces), where the spectral gap and a Cheeger-Gromoll type splitting theorem are known ( [Oh2, Oh3] ). We refer to [Ke, Theorem 8.1] for the case of the Lichnerowicz inequality (N > 1).
(e) In [AM] the authors prove a sharp Gaussian isoperimetric inequality for RCD(K, ∞)-spaces with K > 0, which generalizes the Lévy isoperimetric inequality. We expect that equality in this result should yield the same rigidity statement as in this paper, similar to the finite dimensional situation of the Lévy-Gromov isoperimetric inequality [CMo] .
